This paper describes a new method of obtaining an equivalent series from a given infinite convergent or divergent series. In many cases the new series is more convenient for summing than the original and, moreover, the same method may usually be repeated indefinitely to obtain an entire sequence of series each equivalent to the original and each better than its predecessor in summing properties. Ihe new method differs from most summing methods heretofore employed in that terms of the transformed series are not linear functions of terms of the original series. The paper includes proofs of theorems indicating the scope of the new method and comparisons of results with various other methods for many specific examples.
General
Infinite series are not always amenable to convenient summing by usual methods. Even when convergent, a series may converge too slowly to permit ready evaluation or may consist of terms which, f individually, require so much labor in evaluation as to make determination of sufficient terms for summing even a moderately rapidly convergent series quite difficult. If the series is asymptotic, the magnitude of the smallest term seems to set a lower bound on the accuracy of evaluation. For other types of divergent series, a convenient summing method may not be available. This paper presents a method of transforming series that may be of value in all these cases. To the best of the author's knowledge, the method is original with him, and has not been previously published, although the author has used it since 1937.
1 Essentially, the method consists of approximating the series after the first m terms by a geometric series whose first term is the (m+l)th term of the original series and whose ratio is the ratio of the (ra+2)d term to the (ra + l)th. These approximating sums for successive values of m may be considered to be successive partial sums of a new series that has the same sum as the old but has, frequently, superior summing properties. The process may, in many cases, be repeated again on the new series to get a third series with still better properties. An indefinite number of repetitions may be possible, as will be shown in examples given later.
This method differs from summing methods usually employed in that the terms of the transformed series are not linear functions of the terms of the original series. It should also be pointed out that, various modifications of the method are possible such as use of other types of approximating series instead of the simple geometric series, 2 but loss of simplicity is 1 bince tne nrst draft of this paper, the author has learned of a talk presented by D. Shanks at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oaks, Md. entitled "Mathematical sequences treated as transients", which basically considers each term of a series as the sum of corresponding terms of one or more geometric series. When a single geometric series is considered, his procedure reduces to that discussed in this paper. More complicated, but generally more effective, transformations result from the use of more than one component geometric series. Finally, he has found it possible to use an infinite number of component series, in which case the sum can be represented as a ratio of two determinants of infinite order, which generally converge with considerable rapid ity. The author also understands that Otto Szasz has had, for sometime past, a paper under preparation which embodies similar material.
2 Such as the sum of several geometric series as taken by Shanks in the talk referred to in the previous footnote.
likely to offset any gain resulting from use of better fitting approximations. 3 Summarizing, this paper discusses the transformation of a given infinite series: .
(1) 
defined only for > This relation can also be stated, by minor manipulation, as:
1 t -ti n + 1
or as
From these relations, we readily obtain :
ha Q .
n>0 (9) for the terms of the new series. Examination of these relations shows that a finite 3 See, however, transformation W below and theorems on its properties.
alteration (modification or elimination of a finite number of terms) in the original series results only in a finite alteration in the transformed series. We also note that the conditions R n = l or a n -0 require special consideration. In the former case, we get T n _i= oo to correspond. If this occurs for a finite number of values of n, we may avoid the difficulty by a suitable finite alteration (such as omission of the first N terms where N exceeds any n for which R n = \) in the original series. If it occurs for an infinite set of values of n, the transformation has little value unless the original series can be rearranged, terms combined, or split into subseries to avoid this difficulty. If a n = 0, we may take b n = 0 and T n =S n -i=S n fmdb n+1 ==a n+1 /(l-R n+2 )iia n+1^0 but a w =0; as a set of relations consistent with those given for a w 5^0. However, T n =S n at those values of n for which a n = 0 implies that the transformation is no better than can be achieved by adding terms of the original series between successive zeros. Example 3 below is an illustration. The theorems given, however, are valid without specific limitation if we use the relations suggested when a n = 0 since their hypotheses rule out R n = l at an infinite set of values of n automatically or the results follow even if this is the case.
For convenience in later discussion, we add the following definitions:
R=limR n .
2 n =n(l-R n ), defined only for <2=lim Q.. We shall also make use of another transformation defined by the relations: n + W n + 1 + . . . , (14) . . + w n , (15) Tn-f^Sn (16) From these, we readily obtain: a n {\ J? \ **' n &n -1 "T" i ^r%T>
The W transformation is similar to the T transformation in that a finite alteration in S causes only a finite alteration in W. Such an alteration may be used to avoid consideration of a finite number pi terms for which either a n =0 or 1-2R n +R n R n _i = 0. The transformation is obviously not of value if an infinite number of terms have either property. As for the T transformation, we shall take w n =Q whenever a n =0. The relation 1-2R n +R n R n _ 1 5*0 will be assured, except for a finite number of terms at most, by the conditions of the theorems concerned.
In accord with usual terminology, we shall say oo n that a series C=^lc n with partial sums C n = y^,c m o # o is more rapidly convergent than S if both S and C converge and {C-C n )l(S-S n )j the ratio of the corresponding remainders, tends to zero as n tends to infinity; is of the same order of rapidity of convergence if both series converge and \(C-C n )J (S-S n )\ remains in value between two finite positive constants for all sufficiently large n; and is no less rapidly convergent than S if both series converge and the ratio of corresponding remainders is bounded as n-^ oo.
The remainder of this paper makes use of the common definitions and theorems, generally without specific acknowledgment. Where such material is believed less well known, reference will be made by footnote to a source. For convenience, wherever possible, such reference will be made to the "Theory and application of infinite series" by Konrad Knopp, English Edition (1928) and will consist merely of the name Knopp followed by the page number in this text.
No extensive bibliography is included in this paper. The reader will find appropriate references to other sources in the book by Knopp mentioned above and in a report by R. D. Carmichael in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 25, pp. 97 to 131 (1918) on the subject "General aspects of the theory of summable series". An extensive bibliography on similar material will also be found in "Studies on divergent series and summability" by W. B. Ford (Macmillan, New York, N. Y. (1916) 
Original Series Convergent 4
In this section, the transformation T (and, in certain cases, W) will be considered in connection with an original series S, which is convergent. Theorems will be stated ahd proved that give some of the conditions under which the transformation leads to a convergent series; beginning with one that states that, in this case, the derived series has the same sum as the original. Since, in connection with a convergent series, the transformation is chiefly intended to permit more convenient numerical evaluation of the sum, we shall be mainly concerned with the relative rapidity of convergence of the derived and original series.
It is convenient to have criteria on rapidity of convergence that involve relative magnitudes of individual terms of the series considered rather than of remainders. A group of lemmas on this subject thus precedes the formal part of the discussion. The section closes with a number of numerical examples that show some of the types of behavior that may be encountered. /a n is bounded as n-><x>; and more rapidly than S if c n /a n ->0 as n-^> oo.
Proof: We restrict ourselves throughout to n sufficiently large without specific statement to that effect. Since R n^> 0, all a n are of the same sign, which we may assume to be positive. Then, since \c n ja n \ is bounded for all cases considered, C converges. /a n is bounded as n-^> oo and more rapidly than S if cJa n^0 as n-> oo.
Proof: Since S converges, a n ->0. Hence, for either condition, c w -^0. Also, for n sufficiently large, c n a n (l+R n+1 )
and is thus bounded (or->0) when cja n is bounded (or-^0 Proof: Suppose TVS. Then, from (7), Since S converges, a n ->0. Hence, from the above, 1-i? w ->0 or i? w ->1. Therefore, for n sufficiently large, i? w >0 and all a n are of like sign. In view of the above, this requires that 1-R n be of constant sign for n sufficiently large. Hence, either R n^> l for all sufficiently large n or R n <^l for all sufficiently large n. The former is impossible since a n ->0. The latter, coupled with the constancy of sign of the a n , states that, for n sufficiently large, either S or -S consists of positive monotonically decreasing terms. Convergence of S thus requires that na n^0 . 6 However,
Hence we must have n(l -/? w )-K). This is not possible since S converges. Proof: Since S converges, |JK| <1. But \R\M1 by hypothesis. Hence, |B|<1. Now R n -^>R. Hence, for n sufficiently .large, 1 ±fl n >(l -|JR|)/2>0. If fi>0 (or <0), then i? w >0 (or <0) for n sufficiently large. In either case, i? w i? w _!>0 for n sufficiently large. We also note that R n -^R requires R n+1 -R n -^0, and we therefore satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4. If S converges, R=0, and R n is of constant sign for n sufficiently large, then T converges with greater rapidity than S.
Proof: Since R n ->0, W3 have l±i? n > ^ >0 for n sufficiently large. Also R n R n _C>Q, since R n is of constant sign, for n sufficiently large. We now apply Theorem 2, noting that R n -^Q implies R n +\-R0 Proof: By hypothesis, for n sufficiently large, Q n =n(l-R n )>K. Hence l-R n >K/n and R n <lK /n<^l. Since i? w >0, this means that terms of S that correspond to sufficiently large n are of like sign and monotonically decrease in magnitude. Since S converges, we therefore have na n -^0 (see footnote 6). Hence \a n /(l-R n )\ = \na n /Q n \<\na n \!K^O. Therefore, by (7), T n~Sn^S . Furthermore,
and is therefore bounded (or->0) if
We may now apply Lemma 1.
Remarks.
The boundedaess of n 2 {R n+x -R n ) Qn-i)^O as n-^^o, then the series U=^2 u n with o v>n={Qb n -a<n)IQ-l) converges more rapidly than S and has the same sum.
Proof: From theorems (1) and (7), we have, with the present hypothesis that T converges and T=S. Hence
Moreover, as shown in the proof of the previous theorem, existence of Q implies P w >0 for n sufficiently large. We may thus use Lemma 1 to complete the proof.
If any transformation or set of transformations leads from a convergent series S to a convergent series V= X) v n , which has the same sum and 00 if v n la n ->L^l as w->oo ; then the series
converges and has the sum S. Z may converge more rapidly than S. This will certainly be the case, since z n /a n -^0, if |l+i? w |> K>0 and B n P H^l (l+B n+1 )(l+B n . l )>0 in view of Lemma 3. The previous theorem is a special case of this. As another, and simpler case, consider a series S such that, for a fixed integer k, a n+k /a n -^L ^ 1. Then we may take the S series displaced k terms for
We shall call this simple transformation the "Ratio" transformation and use it as one of the comparison transformations in a later section. In particular, if R exists 7^1, we may use the Ratio transformation with k=l and L=R. Obviously, we may always reduce the transformation to this particular case by breaking the original series into k subseries. Other applications of the general idea will be encountered in examples 4 and 5, where it proves helpful, and in example 2, where it does not appear to be of assistance.
In attempting numerical use of the Ratio transformation or of the U transformation of theorem 8, we are handicapped in many cases by not knowing the constants R,Q,k, or L, which appear in the formulae, even if we are certain that necessary conditions are met. We may write the Ratio transformation for k=l as y S n
In this form, if we approximate R by R n , we obtain the T transformation:
Similarly, noting that P n -^>1/Q in certain cases, we may approximate 1/Q in the expression for U n by P m to obtain the W transformation given by (17). Both the T transformation and the W transformation have the advantage of being calculable without knowledge of an analytic expression for the general term. Each term of the former is completely determined by the values of a corresponding group of three successive terms of S, while four such terms are needed to calculate each term of W. Where the initial portion of the S series has suitable properties, use of the T series may produce the sum with sufficient accuracy, even though it may not be suitable when terms far out must be considered. Otherwise, at the expense of increased complexity, we may use the W series. There are, of course, conditions under which neither transformation is of value. There are also peculiar cases where the T transformation is usable but not the W. Examples of such conditions are included in the latter part of this section.
Theorem 9. If S converges, Q exists 5^1, n(Q n -Qn-i)-^0 9 and n[(n+l) (Q n +i-Qn)-n(Q nQn_i)]->0, then W converges more rapidly than S and has the same sum.
Proof: With the given hypothesis, the proof of theorem 8 shows that P n -^1/Q^l and that T n~^S . Hence, from (16), W n ->S. Also, Q n^0 and Q n -1 9^0 for n sufficiently large since Q^l by hypothesis and QT^O since S converges. 
ith the given hypothesis. Also, as shown in the proof of Theorem 7, existence of Q implies P n^> 0 for sufficiently large n so that we may apply Lemma 1. Proof: The proofs of the theorems referred to show that, for any of the conditions stated, P w -^0 and T converges more rapidly than S. Theorem 1 shows that T=S. We thus have 1-P n -^1 and while 
S-W n _(S-T n )l(S-S n )-P n Theorem 11. If S is an infinite convergent series and

«3 n is valid for all n>N where the a t and N are constants, then T converges more rapidly than S if «o^l and with the same rapidity as S if a o =l. If a t = 0 for all i^>0, then T terminates with less than N terms. Otherwise, T is an infinite series with ratio of each
and -Q,-i)+&«2-i-i)]
the hypothesis of theorem 3 is satisfied and T converges more rapidly than S.
If a o =O, not all ai = 0 since this would make R n =0 for all n^>N and S would terminate contrary to hypothesis. If k is the smallest value of i for which aij^O, then n k R n =H(x)/x k for x=l/n and approaches a k whence all R n have the same sign, namely that of a k , for n sufficiently large. Therefore, from theorem 4, it follows that T converges more rapidly than S.
If a o = -1, not all a*=0 since this would make R n = -1 for all n>N, which is impossible since S converges. Again, let k be the smallest value of i for which a^O. Then [l+R(x) ]/x*-*a k and
and theorem 5 shows that T converges more rapidly than S. If <*o=l, we have
Sinco S converges, «i< -1 9 or Q=-«i>l. The proof of theorem 8 indicates that, under these conditions, P n ->l/Q^>0-For n sufficiently large, we thus have 3/2#>P w >l/2# and, by Lemma 1, the series T converges with the same order of rapidity asS.
If all a*=0 for i>0, then R n =a 0 for all n>zN. We cannot have a o ==£ in this case, since S converges. Hence 1-a o^O and, from (9), b n =a n [l/(l-a 0 ) -1/(1-^l^O for all n^N and T terminates with less than N terms.
Conversely, if T terminates with K terms, then b n =0 for all n^>K. But if a n =0 for any n^N, the finiteness of the P n makes all subsequent a n =0 so that S terminates contrary to hypothesis. Hence a n 5*0 for n^N. We therefore require P n =0 for all n^M, where M is the larger of K-\-\ and N. From (13) it follows that this implies R n+ i-R n -0 for all ri^M. so that R n is constant in this range
Hence all a t =0 for i>0. 10 If, therefore, not all a t =0 for i>0, T is an infinite series. If not all a t -0 for i>0, let k be the least value of i>0 for which a t^0 .
Then
2 -2(lall valid for |z|<l/(iV+l). Furthermore, we have We thus get, for \x\ sufficiently small for i 7^ 1; and Proof: We shall use a large part of the proof of theorem ll. We note that so that
This, coupled with other data from the proof of the theorem 11, shows that the hypothesis of either theorem 9 or theorem 10 is satisfied so that W converges more rapidly than S and has the same sum. 
y inspection, A n =a(l/n) and cannot vanish for all sufficiently large n since cti(k-1) (k-2)8 k 9^0. As previously stated, all a n^0 for n^>N. Hence w n does not vanish for all sufficiently large n, and W is an infinite series. Also, Remarks. The last theorem shows that, if R n is an analytic function of 1/n for n sufficiently large, then the W transformation will yield a new series with the same sum but more rapidly convergent. Moreover, the transformation can be applied to the new series, if infinite, to get a third series with the same sum but still more rapidly convergent. The process can be repeated as often as desired to yield successive series, each of which converges more rapidly than its predecessor and each of which has the same sum as the original series. If Rp^l, theorem 11 shows that the same statements hold for the simpler T transformation. If R=l, an infinite set of transformed series may be obtained by the T transformation, each of which has the same sum as the original series, but each will converge only with the same order of rapidity as the original.
Example 1:
This series is very slowly convergent. To obtain 9-place accuracy with this series would require use of 10 9 terms were it used directly. Since, however, we have n n+1 n n 2 for this series, it satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 11 and may be subjected to repeated T transformations with increased rapidity of convergence at each step. Restricting ourselves to using only the first 9 terms of S, the successive transformed series are in which we have omitted the first step in each of the succeeding transformations since, obviously, the first term in each of the T series is not smoothly related to the remainder of the terms. It would not have affected results were the transformation also applied to the first terms, the further series merely carrying additional terms of irregular form with the same terms as given following these. This initial irregularity is due to the difference in form for the first term in each transformation from later terms as shown by (9).
The error of stopping at a given place in any of the transformations is, in this case, readily approximated, since each series is alternating. If we consider the final approximants for the successive series S, T, T', T", and T'" we obtain the sequence: 0.74563 49206; 0.69334 73389; 0.69315 08286; 0.69314 73540; 0.69314 71961; the last value being correct to better than 2 in the eighth place. This is not an infinite sequence, since T r " has too few terms to permit continuation of the transformation. If, however, we assume it represents the first terms of an infinite sequence converging to log 2, without proof other than appearance, we get the series Assuming these also are initial terms of an infinite sequence converging to log 2, we write 17=0.69314 71961-0.00000 00075 -0.00000 00039-. . ., which transforms into 71804.
The heuristic process stops at this point because of lack of terms, but this last value is remarkably close to the correct value to 10 places of log 2=0.69314 71806.
In fact, because only 10 digits were carried throughout the calculations, the agreement is about 1 place better than could be expected even were the later steps proved fully justifiable. Note that, by this method, we have achieved an accuracy using 9 terms of the original series, which is better than that obtained by summing directly hundreds of millions of additional terms. The effect of the additional terms is included by considerations of "smoothness". We could also have applied the W transformation, since the hypothesis of theorem 12 is satisfied. In this case, the successive transformed series are: We thus see, as might have been expected, that the W transformation is more effective than the T transformation. However, the simpler calculations in the case of the T transformation probably more than offset the additional number of steps required as compared to the W transformation.
Example 2:
After seeing how Advantageous the transformations are when "smootEness" exists, we choose this example to show the ill effects of irregularity. This is, as may be seen by examination, identical with the series used in example 1 except that the sign is reversed and odd and even terms are interchanged. In spite of being only conditionally convergent this interchange does not affect the sum, which is-log 2. If the type of irregularity is noted, the best procedure would be to remove it by rearranging the series (in this case obtaining the form given in example 1), by combining terms (in this case obtaining the form given in example 5), or by splitting it into several individually "smooth" series (not possible in this case since this leads to two properly divergent series). Suppose, however, we do not note these possibilities but attempt to work with the series as it stands. It is obvious that theorems 11 and 12 are inapplicable. So is theorem 5. However, theorem 2 applies except that l+R n -^0, and hence we have no statement about relative speed of convergence, although we know that the T transformation leads to a convergent series. In fact, we find that T=.16667 -. 46667-. 09286-. 07937 -.03535 -.03217 -.01859 -.01737 -.01146-....
The terms are certainly smaller than those of S.
However, the character of the series is changed from alternating to terms having the same sign, and this makes the error for a given number of terms of the same order as that of the original series, being approximately the average of the errors found for the original series for consecutive partial sums. We have thus not gained by the use of the transformation. Examination of T shows that B exists and has the value 1 and that n(l -& w /&«_i)->K f°r ^ even and -^ for n odd, so that T satisfies theorem 6 and can itself be transformed into a new convergent series T'. Of course, even at this step, if the type of peculiarity were noted, it would be possible to combine pairs of terms or to separate the odd and even terms into separate series to be separately summed, obtaining "smooth" series in either case that would satisfy the hypothesis of more useful theorems. If, however, we continue with the transformation to T' } we may note that, although it converges, its terms are larger than those of Tsince, from the given limits for n{l-b n jb n _i) 12 we have \P n '\ ~-y7i^°°. In fact, T' is quite similar in convergence and form to S with terms alternating 12 in sign and tending to -=-those of # for large n. The We may now attempt to proceed in accord with the remark following theorem 8 to get the equivalent and, we hope, more rapidly converging series
which is, numerically, F= 25 1200 ' 176 ' 17600 40800 304640 ' which converges more rapidly than the initial series. A preferable procedure is, of course, to combine pairs of terms.
Example 6:
o 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 i 1.2~r3.4~r5.6^7.8^9.10T his is the same series as used in example 1 but with pairs of terms added. It is readily seen that this series satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 8 with Q=2. We may, thus, proceed as there indicated to get the successive more rapidly converging series: which, as far as we have gone, gives the value 0.693139, which is correct to 8 in the last digit. Here, also, if desired, we may follow Example 1 in assuming that the last partial sums of S, V, and V form the first terms of a reasonably smooth infinite series and thus improve results somewhat further with the given number of terms.
We also note that theorem 9 is applicable. If we use the W transformation, we get 16 l 240 ' 1120 which, so far as we have gone, gives the value 0.69306, which is in error about 8 in the la last digit.
Example 7:
This example is included to show that there exist convergent series, even with a certain type of smoothness, for which the T transformation leads to a divergent series. Here T is given by 10 15^36^45 78 91~h136' r " " ''
and terms tend toward ± 1. The W transformation does, however, lead to a convergent series albeit no more rapidly so than the original. The resulting series is 
Original Series Divergent
General: There has been considerable study made of methods of assigning meanings to Divergent Series. One possible way to assign such a meaning to a Divergent Series S is to consider it as the value of the function S(x) at x=l, where S(x) is defined for 00 sufficiently small x by the power series 2 a n% n and o for larger x by analytic continuation or limit processes. If R n remains bounded as n-> <», there will always be a region in which the power series converges (certainly when \x\ is less than the lower bound of 1/ |l? n |). If, however, R n is unbounded, the power series may converge only at the origin and does not, therefore, define an analytic function over any region. In any case, it may not be possible to find an analytic continuation or limit for x=l. Another method, developed by Borel, is to consider the power series 00 a x n S B {x) -^2 n \ as defining some function of x and then to define the sum of the divergent series S by the integral Still another way of treating the matter is to consider the power series S(x), even if it diverges for all x no matter how small, as an asymptotic representation of a function F(l/x). Then, if F{ljx) is defined at x=l, we may take S=F(l). Since, in general, any asymptotic series may represent an infinity of functions, this method requires some additional limitations in regard to the behavior of F I -1 to insure uniqueness.
The use of the transformations discussed in this paper may, in some cases, lead to "equivalent" convergent series and thus to another definition of sum of divergent series. In many cases, however, the transformation merely serves to obtain an equivalent series, also divergent, but diverging more slowly. The new series may be easier to sum than the old. In particular, if the original series can be considered as the result of substituting a particular value for the variable in an asymptotic series, the resulting series may be similarly regarded but with individual terms smaller than for the original so that, if the error stopping at any term is limited by the magnitude of the next term, the transformed series yields a more precise sum. The theory is, obviously, more difficult by far than for convergent series and has not been developed beyond a rudimentary stage by the author. Heuristic application to particular examples does, however, indicate considerable power in this method.
Theorem 13. If there is a definition M for the sum of an infinite series that has the following properties:
A 
1-R,
1-rin+l i-tin
Sum M T= S.
Remarks. The definitions that satisfy the conditions of this theorem include Cesao and Holder summability of any order and absolute Borel summability. Condition B can be modified to read: "If 2J c n is 00 summable M with sum C then, if XI c n is summao ble M, its sum is C+c 0 ", provided we add to the hypothesis: "and V'=\ 0 + S ^Wp is summable M." The modified condition is met by Borel summability without the requirement that it be absolute. 
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Theorem 11+: If S is such that \R n \<M for all n and if T converges absolutely, then T is the limit as
\l-R n \/\l-R n z\<^r2<2(M+l).
Therefore, throughout the region and its boundary, where oo But, by hypothesis, X) \b n \ is convergent. Hence T{z) is uniformly convergent throughout the region and its boundary.
13
Moreover, f n (z) is a rational function of z and is therefore analytic except at the points z=l/R n and z=l/R n+u which are poles. Since convergence of T reverses finiteness of the b n , we cannot have R n = 1 for any n. Also, by hypothesis, \R n =\ <M. Hence these poles do not fall within the region or on its boundary, and f n (z) is analytic within the region and continuous throughout the region and its boundary. Hence T{z) is analytic within the region, 14 and is continuous throughout the region and its boundary.
16
Thus the limit of T(z) as 2->1 is T(1) = T. Also, S(z) is a power series with radius of convergence at least as great as 1/2M, since S(1/2M) converges, having the ratio of each term to its predecessor less than or equal to 1/2. Hence S(z) is analytic in the double-hatched region of the diagram bounded by the semicircle (z) = 1/2M and the y axis and, in particular, converges for z=x for any x in the range 0<Cx<^l/2M. T(z) is also analytic in the same region since it is included in the region previously considered and converges for all points on the portion of the x axis included. Hence by theorem 1, T(z) is identical with S(z) in this region and is therefore an analytic continuation of S(z) throughout the larger region. Proof: Since S diverges, we cannot have a w =0 for all n sufficiently large. Hence, if there are an infinity of values of n for which a n =0, there must be an infinity of such values for which a w _!^0, and hence R n =0 contrary to hypothesis. If there are an infinity of values of n for which R n =l but a w 5^0, we have each corresponding T w _i infinite and thus T diverges. Finally, if there are an infinity of values of n for which JR»<1, then, for each of these n, a n /(l-R n ) has the same sign as a n , and hence as S n -x for n sufficiently large so that |T w _i|>|S w _i| for an infinity of values of n and thus is unbounded. Proof: In view of the proof of theorem 15, we may limit attention to a n 9^0 and B W >1 for n sufficiently large. Since the a n are all of like sign for n sufficiently large, we may take them as positive for convenience, an almost identical proof applying if they are negative. Let, therefore, iVo be such that, for n>N 0 , a n >0 and -B«>1. Since jR» f -»l, there exists a value N>N 0 for which R N <^R NQ .
Let N, be the least such value. Then, for every n such that N 0 <n<^Ni, we must have R n >R NQ^> R NŜ tarting with N h we may similarly get a value N 2 such that, for A/ r ,<ri<A4 we have,
RU^RN^RNZ.
Combining with the preceding, we then have Rn^>RN 2 for all n such that N 0 <n<^N 2 . Continuing in similar fashion, we get an infinite sequence Nj with the property that R n y>R Nj for all n in the range N 0 <n<^Nj and with iV^>iVy.,. Now, from (5), we have But a n = R n a n _C>R N .a n -.i for.
all terms in the braces are positive and Proof: We note that «]<0 since, otherwise, |i? w j<O for n sufficiently large so that S is an alternating series with terms steadily decreasing in magnitude and converges contrary to hypothesis. Using the analysis of theorem 11 in so far as it does not depend upon convergence of S, we see that T terminates if all the a t =0 and that, otherwise, T is an infinite series with ratio of each term to its predecessor given by But the ratio of each term of the latter to its predecessor is given by \E n \ (l -l/n) k =l -(k-\-a 1 )/n+terms of higher degree in 1/n and k was chosen greater than 1-<x x so that & + ai>l. Hence j converges and, hence, f(x) converges for |x|<l. Also, since P(x) is a polynomial, it is analytic for all Hence F(x) is analytic at least for \x\ < 1 and we
have ^P,a n x n convergent and equal to
Moreover, the ratio of each term of y^.aJ(l -R n ) to its predecessor is, for n sufficiently large, R n (l-R n -\) _ -, I Tl i 72 1.78 ,
where y\ = ai as may be shown by an analysis similar to that used in the proof of theorem 11. Hence this series satisfies the hypothesis in the same way 00 as 5 and, by similar reasoning, lim V) a n x n /(l -R n ) This is a less trivial example of a properly divergent series for which T converges. Here T= -8+45/7 + 306/217+2340/3937 + 18504/64897 + 147600/1046017+ . . ., and converges since terms tend towards 9/2 w+1 . In fact, the general term for T can be written as 2 n for n^>l and hence T can be summed directly as -8 + 9=1. This is consistent with considering S as the sum of the two series:
#2=1
The sum of the first is -1 by the preceding example and the sum of the second is obviously, 2, so that 5=5i+5 2 =l in agreement with the preceding.
The which is as far as we can go with the terms taken, but which is in error by 4 in the 9th place or somewhat poorer than U"'. This same type of effect has been noted in applications of the method to other asymptotic series and is due to the fact that the U series are not convergent but are asymptotic except that we haven't carried the calculation far enough to get to negative or increasing terms. In using the method, the direction and order of magnitude of the error made at any point is given by the first term omitted and not by the trend of those included. The sign of the last term shows that U' is not a convergent series of positive terms and it is to be expected that the trend of transformed values would show a "break" corresponding to the change in sign. We might also try the W transformation on this asymptotic series. We get:
W=.57718 25397 + .00007 71605-.00008 54277+ ... which has a minimum term of similar magnitude to the second T transformation.
Example 16: £= + + + + + This example illustrates the divergence of the T series when R n = l for an infinite set of values of n. In this case, we get °° for the first term of T, the remaining terms being indeterminate if (9) is used. However, use of (5) shows all (T) are infinite. If we attempt the W transformation in this case, we find its terms to be indeterminate. We note that any considerations of "analytic continuation" should give S= lim 1/(1 -x) -»».
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Example 17: £=1+2+3+4 + 5 + 6+ .... This example illustrates theorem 16 since we have all R«> 1 but R n ->1 in this case. The T series is found to be T=-l-2-3-4-5-6-. . ., which diverges, being precisely the negative of S. This shows a departure from what might be expected heuristically since l+2x+Sx 2 +4x z + . . . =1/(1-x) 2 is positive for #>1 as well as for x<^l. The W transformation gives even more unexpected results since it leads to W=0 in closed form, being the average between the S and T series. This example also illustrates that, for divergent series, we do not have the equivalent of theorems 11 or 12, at least for R=l in that one could hardly expect a "smoother" series than given here.
Comparison With Known Methods
Obviously, where use may be made of special properties, better results may be obtained than by working with a given series either directly or by application of any general numerical summing technique. For example, log 2 need not be obtained from the series given in example 1 since knowledge of the properties of the logarithm permits the development of series better adapted to computing purposes. Similarly, the series used for the Euler Constant in example 14 would never be used for evaluation of the constant since far more convenient series are available. It is chiefly when a series is given whose properties are not fully known to the computer that general summing methods are of value. Even in such a case, examination of the terms may indicate a special, convenient method for summing the particular series. The transformation discussed in this paper is not to be considered as a substitute for such methods. For this reason, no comparison with the method of "summation by parts" which involves knowledge of the general expression for the n'ih term and a judicious splitting of such expressions into factors or with the method of Borel, which involves recognition of integrating properties of a function by examination of a series representing it or with the method of inserting a suitable variable factor (usually successive powers of a variable) into each term of a series to obtain a function of known properties which can be evaluated under a condition corresponding to unity for each factor, will be attempted.
Of other summing methods, we will limit ourselves to the following in our comparison. In the discussion, we treat these methods as transformations of series although they are usually expressed as transformations of sequences. In most cases, moreover, we assume the original series to be prefixed by a zero term in order to get more analogous transformation.
The Euler Transformation
This consists in replacing the series # = X) a n by o the series where n(n-\) 2! a 2 + n(n-l)(n -3!
The transformation is of particular value when the a t are such as to cause e n to vanish for n>k since, in this case, the E series terminates permitting complete summing. This special case occurs when a n =(-l) n P(n) where P(n) is a polynominal in n. It is to be noted that, in this case, S is divergent with R n ->-1 and an analytic function of 1/n. It is further to be noted that this transformation does not improve convergence when S is a convergent series of terms of the same sign but actually leads to a new series of slower convergence than the original.
The Holder Transformation
This is usually expressed as a group of transformations of various "ranks." However, transformation of rank r can be considered as r repetitions of transformations of first rank and we therefore restrict ourselves to the simplest case. The transformation then changes the series = ]C a n into the series H"=S hn where 0 0
(n+l)(n+2) [
This transformation cannot lead to a terminating series if the original series is infinite. Like the Euler transformation, this transformation leads to a more slowly convergent series if S is a convergent series all of whose terms are of like sign.
The Cesaro Transformation
